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The social security review will do well
to pay attention to a small technicality under
the Canada Assistance Plan.  Sometimes little
details cause big problems.

Background

Under the current constitutional division
of powers, provinces and territories are res-
ponsible for the design an delivery of social
assistance (welfare) and social services.  The
Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) Act is the major
piece of federal legislation under which welfare
and social services are funded.  CAP is now ‘on
the table’ as part of the comprehensive federal
review of social programs.  The Act either will
be retained with substantial modifications or re-
voked entirely and replaced by one or several new
pieces of legislation.

CAP was introduced in 1966 as a compre-
hensive plan to replace several Individual pro-
grams directed toward specific groups, such as
single mothers and persons with disabilities.  It

allows the federal government to share with
the provinces and territories in 50 percent of
the cost of welfare and social services for
Canadians with low or modest incomes.  (The
50-50 cost-sharing was unilaterally revoked by
Ottawa with its infamous ‘cap on CAP’ for
Ontario, Alberta and B.C., which limited CAP
increases to five percent a year and thus reduced
the federal share for these provinces.)  Costs are
shared under the assistance provisions and the
welfare services provisions of the Act.

Assistance Provisions

The assistance provisions of CAP permit
the sharing of costs for basic requirements, spe-
cial needs and prescribed services.

‘Basic requirements’ are defined as food,
shelter, clothing, fuel, utilities, household sup-
plies and other personal items.  Welfare systems
in each province and territory grant financial aid
for these items.  There are no federal guidelines
or limits to the amounts that may be allocated
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for basic requirements.  The assistance actually
provided varies widely throughout the country.

CAP also shares in the costs of ‘prescribed
needs.’  These include incidentals (e.g., special
permits) to carrying on a trade or other employ-
ment.  They also include items required for the
safety, well-being or rehabilitation of persons in
need – such as essential alterations to property
and disability-related equipment such as wheel-
chairs or hearing aids.

Finally, the assistance provisions allow
the sharing of costs for ‘prescribed welfare ser-
vices’ purchased by or at the request of a pro-
vincially approved agency.  These services
include rehabilitation, counselling and assess-
ment, homemaker assistance and day care.  In
order to qualify for cost-sharing, these services
must be purchased on behalf of a household
in need.  However, an applicant need not be a
welfare recipient to be eligible for a prescribed
welfare service.  In short, services are funded
under the assistance provisions when the funds
are paid to a household to help purchase a desig-
nated service (e.g., child care) or when these funds
are directed to a service on behalf of a given
household.

Welfare Services Provisions

The welfare services provisions are the
second funding stream of CAP.  The provisions
allow the federal government to share the costs
of ‘welfare services.’  These include rehabilita-
tion; counselling,, assessment and referral; adop-
tion; homemaker services; child care; and com-
munity development.  The legislation defines the
purpose of welfare services as “lessening, remov-
ing or preventing the causes and effects of pov-
erty, child neglect or dependence on pubic
assistance.”  Under the welfare services pro-

visions, funds can be directed toward services
for their operational costs.

The Problem

Readers who have made it this far through
the intricacies of CAP are probably wondering:
“So what?”  Here’s the problem.  The two fund-
ing streams of CAP are generally discussed as
though they are separate and distinct entities with
discrete purposes – i.e., the assistance provisions
fund income assistance and the welfare ser-
vices provisions fund social services.  In prac-
tice, the distinction is not this simple.

CAP allows assistance to be provided in
the form of cash, a voucher or the required good
or service.  This means that many services are
actually funded under the assistance provisions.
In addition, much of the help that is paid to
households as ‘income-in-kind’ – e.g., technical
aids and equipment – is supported under the
assistance provisions.

In CAP Annual Reports, the expenditures
presented under the assistance provisions are
only partially disaggregated.  As a result, we do
not know how much of the money is directed
toward welfare, how much is received as income-
in-kind and how much is paid as subsidies for
services.  In fairness to the federal government,
it is possible that the information is simply not
available.  Provinces may report what they spend
as ‘assistance’ without breaking down the
expenditure into its component parts.  (One could
always ask why we have endured such lax
reporting and accounting systems over the years.)

The problem for the social security review
is that the expenditure listed under the assis-
tance provisions is not entirely available to roll
into a new income scheme.  There is an impor-
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tant goods and services component ‘hidden’ in
these figures.  This means that there is less money
available for income assistance than actually
appears from a simple reading of numbers.

Moreover, unless there is some recognition
of the income-in-kind ‘buried’ in the assistance
provisions, Canadians with disabilities, in par-
ticular, stand to lose a great deal.  Because of the
absence of appropriate alternatives, many rely on
provincial welfare systems for a range of per-
sonal supports (e.g., attendant services, home-
maker services, wheelchairs or other equipment.
Disability-related goods and services paid on
behalf of individuals are tabulated under the
assistance provisions.  In the course of the social
security review, it is essential to ensure that the
help provided through provincial welfare systems
for goods and services is not withdrawn through
some new arrangement that inadvertently forgets
to recognize a key aspect of expenditures hidden
in the gross figures.

Finally, because the assistance provisions
of CAP share the cost of direct cash benefits,
income-in-kind and subsidies for services, these
provisions can be used to support individualized
funding.  This form of funding refers to the
direct transfer of dollars to individuals to allow
them to purchase the various goods and services
they requires.

There are profound implications to pro-
viding supports through individualized dollars –
largely positive from a consumer perspective and
primarily negative from a service perspective.
Whatever the strengths and weaknesses of this
funding arrangement, the point is that it is possi-
ble to receive individualized dollars under the
assistance provisions of CAP.  Any legislation
that reforms or replaces CAP must bear in mind
the fact that individualized funding has become
an important option for many people.  It would

be unfortunate if this option were foreclosed sim-
ply because it was not recognized in the deli-
berations of the social security review.

Conclusion

From a spending perspective, there is less
money available for a new income program than
implied by the published CAP figures for assis-
tance expenditures.  However, from a broader
perspective, there is much more than meets the
eye because of the range of goods and services
that the assistance provisions actually support.
When there is both more and less than meets the
eye, it is essential that the problem be adequately
addressed.  Otherwise, it will be impossible to
get the optics right.
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